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X1 In-Grid Performance Overview

Starting at the end of April 2019, in our continued effort to talk with our customers instead of to them, we transitioned our 
X1 in-grid copy from direct calls-to-action to a more colloquial, culturally relevant tone.  The ultimate goal of infusing our 
editorial voice into these ads was to reinforce Xfinity as an entertainment expert with a trustworthy point-of view.

The transition resulted in the following:

• 6 website article features (that we know of!); Refer to the Press Pick-up slide (slide 7) to read the full articles!
• Social traction across Twitter and Instagram, generating positive engagement and hundreds of retweets 
• A substantial increase in in-grid engagement, particularly with the content our customers are posting to their 

social feeds.  Specifically, we’ve identified the following performance upticks:
• Before the new copy tone, the average click-through-rate for a movie-based in-grid was ~0.15%.  Since April, 

our average click-through-rate for movie campaigns as increased to an impressive 0.21%!
• The titles customers tweeted about performed even higher than the average, with Men In Black: International

garnering twice the average CTR at a 0.40%, and Toy Story 4 garnering a staggering 0.74%!
• Transactional campaigns have historically received the least engagement out of all of the campaigns we 

promote within this tactic, so this turning of the tides is a BIG win!
• Note: our average CTR for TV campaigns has remained at a relatively stable 0.25%, but we expect to see 

engagement trend upward this fall as we start to schedule more TV campaigns.

Check out some social reactions on the following slides!
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Customers Reactions
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Customers Reactions
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Customers Reactions
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Customers Reactions
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Internal Reactions
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Article #2 (9/2/19): "If you're reading this, you're likely well aware of the ongoing kerfuffle between Disney and Sony Pictures; it's all anyone has talked about 
for the past few weeks. Few have braved the stormy waters to use the crumbling deal as a marketing ploy yet here we are with Comcast making the most of
the deal.”

Press Pick-up

Article #5 (9/9/19): “Dark Phoenix is being advertised as an X-Men fan’s worst nightmare, quite literally by Comcast Cable. This year’s long-awaited movie 
of the iconic comic saga turned out to be a critical and box office failure that altered fundamental aspects of the story, effectively killing any chance the saga 
had of continuing in its current form and leaving the five-episode retelling of the story shown in the ‘90s X-Men animated series as its adaptation highlight.”

Article #1 (8/25/19): “Fans are still reeling from the ongoing Sony and Disney Spider-Man news and now, it's apparently become a cultural phenomenon in 
and of itself. Comcast's on-demand channel decided to poke fun at the situation, saying fans they were probably only buying the movie to try convincing Disney 
to go all-in on the character. "Avengers: Endgame - Let's be real: You're here to save Tom Holland," Xfinity's listing said.”

Article #3 (9/8/19): “When it debuted in theaters earlier this year, many regarded X-Men: Dark Phoenix to be a lackluster end to Fox's Marvel franchise, and it 
looks like that is carrying through even to the film's home release. A photo of the film's listing on Xfinity, Comcast's on-demand channel, recently made the 
rounds online. In the listing, Comcast proclaims that Dark Phoenix is simply ‘an X-Men fan's worst nightmare.’”

Article #6 (9/9/19): “As hilarious as this Dark Phoenix listing is, it’s also an odd way to market a film that people have to pay to see, especially with such a 
big star like Sophie Turner at the forefront. That being said, there is quite some truth to the comments.”

Article #4 (9/9/19): “In a great find by Battle of the Atom! podcast host Adam Reck, the Xfinity channel guide weighed in on Dark Phoenix's abysmal run at 
the box office, listing the movie as ‘X-Men: Dark Phoenix - An X-Men fan's worst nightmare.’”

https://comicbook.com/marvel/2019/09/03/brutal-avengers-endgame-comcast-listing-spider-man-deal/
https://screenrant.com/xmen-dark-phoenix-comcast-cable-listing-nightmare/
https://comicbook.com/marvel/2019/08/25/comcast-avengers-endgame-listing-trolls-spider-man-fans/9/
https://comicbook.com/marvel/2019/09/08/x-men-dark-phoenix-movie-bad-xfinity-listing-funny/
https://heroichollywood.com/sophie-turner-dark-phoenix-comcast-roast/
https://www.cbr.com/xfinity-dark-phoenix-marvel-sony-spider-man-split/

